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Bio

- Former K-5 Principal & Teacher
- Finding Common Ground (Ed Week)
- Visible Learning Trainer
- Corwin Author
- Connected Educator Series Editor & Creator
- Co-chair of the National School Climate Council
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Learning Intentions

• Provide participants with background on flipped model
• Provide examples of how the flipped model can be used
• Brainstorm ways in which the flipped model can be used by authors/consultants
#fliplead
What is Flipping?

• We all have “Learning Intentions”
  – With:
    • Students
    • Teachers/Staff
    • Parents
  – Hopefully, those intentions have been co-created with stakeholders
What is Flipping?

• Find engaging ways to address those learning intentions
  – Video
    • Made by you
    • Made by others (Khan, YouTube, Teacher Channel)
  – Research-based articles
  – Blogs
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What is Flipping?

- Send it to the intended audience before a meeting of classroom discussion
  - Students
  - Teachers/Staff
  - Parents
- They view it at their leisure before a meeting
What is Flipping?

- Dig down deeper when you meet all together
  - Discuss
  - Debate
  - Dissect
  - Review
  - Reflect
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According to Huffington Post Tech, "The U.N. telecom agency says there were about 6 billion subscriptions by the end of 2011 - roughly one for 86 of every 100 people."
Flipped Model

- Jonathan Bergmann & Aaron Samms
- Khan Academy
- Flipped model engages students/participants before class and maximizes time together
Flipped Classroom

- 3rd & 5th grade teachers
- Offered support
- Thought it was a great tool for learning
And Then…

• Bill Ferriter
• Blog challenge
• Principals…practice what you preach!
• Bill was right…
CHECKLIST
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Faculty Meetings With Depth

• I wanted more out of faculty meetings

• Compliance, compliance, compliance

• Funny videos from time to time
How Do We Flip Meetings?

• Laptop or tablet
• TouchCast…Yes
• Upload to Touchcast or YouTube
What is Touchcast?

• App on tablet, iPad, Desktop or laptop
• User-friendly
• Upload pictures, videos, etc. called Vapps.
• Green screen & teleprompter
• Upload to Touchcast or YouTube
Involve Stakeholders

• What do they want to learning about?

• What do they need to know?

• How can we provide information ahead of time so they are “in the know.”
Faculty Focus on Flipping

• Inspire discussion about LEARNING
  – John Hattie You Tube video prior to a faculty meeting
    • Class size
  – Cantiague School – Video of a student talking about their school experience
    • Create your own with students
Involve Stakeholders

- Report cards & Facebook

- We hold our information close to us

- We want to be the “Fountain of all knowledge.”
Faculty Focus on Flipping

- PAC Meeting
- Brainstormed ideas
- Chose a focus for each month
  - Evidence based observations
  - Instructional strategies
  - Learning intentions & Success Criteria
District Level

• DASA Committee
  – Aligning our efforts
  – Info before meetings

• Curriculum meetings
  – A focus on learning

• Administration meetings
  – Mandates
  – School Vision & goals
Welcome Back

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yzSMDLIEyPg&list=UUcVaEewGL6jsELT4ib1ZsuA
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What about the parents?

• Make learning visible
• Open up the walls of your school
  – You’re welcome to school…but not now!
• Accountability & Mandates
• Changes in school
• Fun & welcoming!
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7nNB4jBTZC0&list=UUcVaEewGL6jsEiT4ib1ZsuA

#fliplead
grandparents' day

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CdeiTMmT-Ho&list=UUcVaEewGL6jsEIT4ib1ZsuA
#fliplead
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zdS4LoTXTg4&list=UUcVaEewGL6jsEIT4ib1ZsuA
What would/could you flip?

- Use the chat function and share your thoughts with us

  OR

- Tweet with hashtag #fliplead and let us know!
Some Ideas…

• Use students in the process
  – Brand your school
  – Parents love to see their children
• Have colleagues flip for you
  – They can create a video for your staff
• District-wide updates that can be e-mailed and uploaded to Facebook or through Twitter
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bjYvoETAVuY&feature=youtu.be
What are the barriers?
Interested in learning more about Flipped Leadership? Read the new book by Peter Dewitt, and save 15% for your participation in this webinar. Use promo code N14791 at www.corwin.com.

Use the promo code and enjoy the discount on any volume in the Connected Educator Series!